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OVERHAND BELT SANDER
TYPE SS

This is a general purpose machine, suitable lor almost any kind of woodworking factory' lt is

particularly ur"ftl fo, éleaning up boxes, small cabinets or drawers, for rounding edges and for sanding

ends and irregular shaped articles.

GENERAL SPECIFICATION
The main frame is a solid core casting designed to absorb all possible vibration, and needing very

little floor fixing. The table measures 32" x 9" and is fitted with a fence drilled for a wooden plate.

The belt carrying pulleys revolves on ball bearings and the left hand one is provided with an automatic

rension device and with tracking adjustment. The abrasive belt is 8" wide.

A powerful dust extracting fan is built in the driving spindle, and is connected to a metal dust

coliector with a detachable l2" filtering sleeve. The hopper and a swing-over guard over the lelt hand

pulley are alloy castings. The use of sheet iron is limited to a duct under the belt to send the dust into

the fan when using the small pulley for sanding shaped articles'

I,LECTRTC DRIVE
The machine is normally supplied with a sell contained 3 h.p. motor for A'C. 3 Phase 50 Cycle

rsupplies, connected to an automatic push button controlled starter. The drive is by two Vee Belts and is

cdciently guarded. This method ol drive is suitable for any elcctric supply.

FREE BELT SANDER SS/F

The same ¡nachine is made without the table and with a 4" wide abrasive belt te¡rsioned by a

counterweight jockey pulley. This machine is particularly suited for shaped articles such as brush-backs,

tool handles, some wooden toys, etc.

All components are the same as the standard SS machine'

DIMENSIONS AND CAPACITIES
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Overhand Sander TYPe SS.

Length of sanding belt 1' 5" >'. 8"

Power required 3 H.P.

Gross weight 7 cwt.

Nett weight 6 cwt'
Cubic capacity 40 cu. ft'

Free Belt Sander Type SS/F.

Length of sanding belt 7' 3" .': 4"

Power required 3 H.P.
Gross weight . 6| cwt.
Nett weight 5'| cwt.
Cubic capacity 40 cu. ft.


